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ABSTRACT A particularly original negative group delay (NGD) theory of 1-topology is developed in the
present paper. The NGD three-port topology is a passive circuit purely constituted by capacitors network.
The model of the proposed 1-topology impedance 3-D matrix is analytically established in function of the
capacitor elements. Then, the S-matrix model is derived by using the Y-to-S transform. By considering the
S-matrix frequency responses, a bandpass (BP) NGD analysis of the capacitive 1-topology is originally
elaborated. It is theoretically demonstrated that the passive 1-topology is susceptible to behave as a BP
NGD circuit under an analytical condition between the constituting capacitor values. The design feasibility
of the BP NGD function is experimentally verified with lumped capacitor components-based1-circuit proof
of concept. An electronic circuit board constituted by purely capacitive-network1-circuit is fabricated as an
original1-circuit prototype. The tested board is constituted by arbitrary chosen capacitors, 100 nF, 10 nF and
0.1 nF. As expected, the calculation, simulation and measurement results, which are in very good agreement,
confirm the BP NGD behavior. It is observed from measurement that it generates NGD of about−18.1 ns at
a frequency of about 0.55 MHz and, lower and upper cut-off frequencies of about 0.33 MHz and 1.71 MHz.
It is noteworthy that the transmission and reflection coefficients at very low frequency are independent of
the capacitor values and analytically equal to 2/3 and 1/3, respectively.

INDEX TERMS Bandpass (BP) negative group delay (NGD), passive topology, 1-topology, three-port
circuit, S-parameter modeling, NGD theory, capacitive network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The first experimentations of the negative group delay (NGD)
effect were realized in 1980s with optical system [1], [2].
These experimentations were initially based on the con-
sideration of negative group velocity (NGV) dispersive
media [1]–[4]. The NGD experimental extraordinary demon-
strations were occasionally made with short duration pulses
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propagating in the optical systems [5]–[7]. The NGD effect
was classified among anomalous physical phenomenon [8].
It was found that the time-domain signature of the NGD
effect manifests with the propagation of the output pulse in
time-advance compared to its input [1]–[9]. Thanks to the
time-advance behavior, the NGD investigation enables also
to verify some extraordinary physical effects as superlumi-
nal pulse propagation [9]. Therefore, the interpretation of
the NGD effect intrigues optical and electronic physicists.
Despite the counterintuitive NGD effect, it was underlined
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theoretically and experimentally that the causality is always
respected [10]–[12].

The understanding curious questions about the NGV
behaviors attracted also the attention of radio frequency (RF)
andmicrowave design engineers in early 2000s. Some revolu-
tionary designs were made with NGV structures based on the
negative refractive index metamaterial and left-handed struc-
tures [13]–[20]. The metamaterial NGD circuits were usu-
ally implemented with split ring resonator (SRR) structures
[13], [18]. Moreover, several periodical SRR cells [14], [16]
are necessary to generate significant NGD values with some
minus nanoseconds.

Some tentative applications of NGD microwave circuits
for the enhancement of amplifier linearity [21], independent
frequency phase shifter [22], antenna array [23]–[24], printed
circuit board (PCB) interconnect effect on signal delay [25],
GD equalization [26] and non-Foster negative capacitor [27]
were proposed. Nevertheless, the NGD circuit design present
certain challenges in terms of the understandability, complex-
ity and attenuation loss for many of RF andmicrowave design
engineers. Therefore, the design interests of microwave engi-
neers decrease because of significant attenuation loss (which
can be more than 30 dB) and the design complexity of NRI
metamaterial based NGD circuits.

To overcome this technical limitation, some few groups
of worldwide [28]–[47] of RF and microwave design
researchers wondered about the design feasibility of low
attenuation and simpler topologies of NGD circuits. Dis-
tributed NGD topology was proposed with second-order RC
circuit configurations [28]. NGD passive topology with res-
onator approach was also investigated [29]. More complex
NGD circuit based on the interference technique was also
designed [30]. A new generation of NGD microstrip passive
circuits [31]–[37] inspired from metamaterial designs were
made in 2010s. One of the most developed low-attenuation
NGD topologies is based on the use of microstrip coupled
transmission lines (TLs) [31]–[34]. Some outstandingly
compact microstrip circuits operating with NGD func-
tion [35]–[37] were also introduced. Against the loss limita-
tion, some active topologies of NGD low frequency (LF) and
microwave circuits were also introduced [38]–[43]. Despite
the different exploratory studies on the electronic circuit
designs, the NGD function is still not familiar to majority of
electronic design engineers. Therefore, a simple and easier
to understand manner to theorize the NGD function must be
developed.

Accordingly, a simple to understand NGD function theory
was established based on the similitude between the filter
function [44]. The similitude is related to the analogy between
the behavior of the magnitude and GD of causal linear
circuits. In difference with the filters, the NGD functions
are characterized based on the frequency bands where the
sign of the GD is negative. Some elementary topologies of
low-pass (LP) [45], high-pass (HP) [46] and bandpass (BP)
[47] NGD circuits were initiated. Following this innovative
NGD theorization, we can understand that the previously

described metamaterial inspired, coupled line and compact
NGDmicrowave circuits [19]–[37] are classified as BP NGD
function. However, in difference to the other electronic func-
tions (filter, attenuators, phase shifters, amplifiers, power
combiner, power dividers, . . . ) if we summarize and classify
all the NGD topologies existing in the literature [1]–[47], they
are limited to the following characteristics:
• Two port topologies,
• Resistive, inductive and capacitive (LC) network circuit
topologies,

• And resonance microstrip TL based topologies.
By curiosity, we are wondering about the designability of
NGD passive lumped topology constituted by three-port and
mono-nature circuits. The main originality of the present
research work is the modelling, design and test of passive
1-topology composed by only capacitive networks. The
present paper is dealing to the answer of this curious question
by developing an original three-port circuit constituted by
1-topology composed only by capacitive network with-
out resistor and inductor elements. The proposed paper is
organized in four different sections:
• Section II is focused on the S-parameter modelling of
the tri-port passive 1-topology. The considered model
is analytically elaborated by the exploration of the
Kirchhoff voltage and current laws.

• Section III presents the BP NGD analysis from the
transmission coefficient identification. The main spec-
ifications of the BP NGD function from the1-topology
are expressed.

• Section IV describes the validation results by compari-
son of the analytical model, simulation and experimental
measurement. A proof of concept (POC) design will be
introduced and the test results of the fabricated prototype
will be discussed.

• Section V ends the paper with conclusion.

II. S-MATRIX MODELLING OF THE 1-TOPOLOGY
The present section introduces the analytical theory on the
S-matrix modelling. The established theory is based on the
three-port circuit represented by 1-topology. The modelling
is established based on the Kirchhoff voltage and current
laws.

A. TOPOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
To elaborate the analytical model of the purely capacitive
1-topology under study, we propose to start with the prelim-
inary diagram description in the following paragraph.

1) GENERAL REPRESENTATION
The tri-port topology under study is represented by the
1-circuit depicted in Fig. 1. The circuit is fed by three voltage
sources,Uk=1,2,3, which are connected at port, k via nodeMk
with k = 1, 2, 3. We recall that the main originality of the
present study is based on the consideration of 1-shape tri-
port topology. Each branch of the topology is constituted by
series impedance which are composed of purely capacitive
network.
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FIGURE 1. 1-topology of the tri-port circuit under study.

The two-port impedance elements constituting the
1-circuit under study are represented by the capacitors con-
nected in three branches M1M2, M1M3 and nodes M2M3
denoted by: 

Z12(s) =
1

C12s

Z13(s) =
1

C13s

Z23(s) =
1

C23s

(1)

with the different series capacitors Ck=12,13,23 and Laplace
variable, s. By proceeding similar to the impedance
matrix extraction introduced in [37], the admittance matrix
of 1-topology is defined by the generalized Ohm’s
relationship:

[I (s)] = [Y (s)]× [U (s)] (2)

where the vector current and vector voltage:

[I (s)] =

I1(s)I2(s)
I3(s)

 (3)

[U (s)] =

U1(s)
U2(s)
U3(s)

 . (4)

Before the analytical investigation, let us describe the block
system representation in the next paragraph.

2) BLOCK SYSTEM REPRESENTATION
To make easier the didactical analysis, the capacitive
1-topology can be represented as a three-port system. There-
fore, we can assume the equivalent diagram depicted by
Fig. 2.

The main objective of this analytical investigation is to
determine the expression of the equivalent 3-D S-matrix
model [S] in function of the constituting branch impedances.
Based on the S-parameter and circuit theory, the equivalent
model of the 1-topology can be expressed by the following

FIGURE 2. Tri-port system representation of the 1-topology introduced
in Fig. 1.

S-matrix:

[S(s)] =

 S11(s) S12(s) S13(s)
S21(s) S22(s) S23(s)
S31(s) S32(s) S33(s)

 . (5)

Acting as a tri-port passive circuit, we have the simplification:
S12(s) = S21(s)
S13(s) = S31(s)
S23(s) = S32(s)

. (6)

Based on the KCLs, the coefficients of the matrix will be
determined in the following subsection.

B. ANALYTICAL S-PARAMETER MODELLING OF
1-TOPOLOGY
Themathematical demonstration of the capacitive1-topology
admittance matrix model is developed in the following para-
graph. Based on the Y-to-S matrix transform, the S-parameter
equivalent model will be derived.

1) ADMITTANCE MATRIX CALCULATION
By application of the node KCL at M1, M2 and M3, we have
the following system equations, respectively:

I1(s) = I4(s)+ I5(s)
I2(s) = I6(s)− I4(s)
I3(s) = −I5(s)− I6(s)

. (7)

The Ohm’s laws applied to branches M1M2, M1M3 and
M2M3, of the1-circuit enables to write the system equations,
respectively:

U1(s)− U2(s) = Z12(s)I4(s)
U1(s)− U3(s) = Z13(s)I5(s)
U2(s)− U3(s) = Z23(s)I6(s)

. (8)

Substituting, the expressions of current, I4 and I5 from equa-
tion (8) into the first equation of system (7), it can be derived
in function of the voltage sources:

I1(s) =
[

1
Z12(s)

+
1

Z13(s)

]
U1(s)−

U2(s)
Z12(s)

−
U3(s)
Z13(s)

. (9)
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The same substitution applied to the second and third equa-
tions of system (8) implies the following expressions of
currents, I2 and I3, respectively:

I2(s) =
[

1
Z12(s)

+
1

Z23(s)

]
U2(s)−

U1(s)
Z12(s)

−
U3(s)
Z23(s)

(10)

I3(s) = −
U1(s)
Z13(s)

−
U2(s)
Z23(s)

+

[
1

Z13(s)
+

1
Z23(s)

]
U3(s). (11)

By identification with the matrix relationship given by equa-
tion (2), the admittance matrix of the 1-topology can be
expressed by:

[Y (s)] =


Y11(s)

−1
Z12(s)

−1
Z13(s)

−1
Z12(s)

Y22(s)
−1
Z23(s)

−1
Z13(s)

−1
Z23(s)

Y33(s)

 (12)

with:

Y11(s) =
1

Z12(s)
+

1
Z13(s)

(13)

Y22(s) =
1

Z12(s)
+

1
Z23(s)

(14)

Y33(s) =
1

Z13(s)
+

1
Z23(s)

. (15)

2) S-MATRIX CALCULATION
Thanks to the Y-to-S matrix transform, the S-matrix extrac-
tion was performed via the relationship:

[S(s)] =
{[
Yref

]
− [Y (s)]

}
×
{[
Yref

]
+ [Y (s)]

}−1 (16)

by denoting R0 = 50�, the general reference impedance of
access ports can be written as:

[
Yref

]
=

1/R0 0 0
0 1/R0 0
0 0 1/R0

 . (17)

Accordingly, we have the reflection coefficients expressed as:

S11(s) =

Z12(s)Z13(s) [2R0 + Z23(s)]−
R20 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]

D(s)
(18)

S22(s) =

Z12(s)Z23(s) [2R0 + Z13(s)]−
R20 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]

D(s)
(19)

S33(s) =

Z13(s)Z23(s) [2R0 + Z12(s)]−
R20 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]

D(s)
(20)

with the denominator:

D(s) =

 3R20 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]
+2R0Z12(s) [Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]
+Z13(s)Z23(s) [R0 + Z12(s)]

 . (21)

Then, the1-topology transmission coefficients are given by:

S21(s) =
2R0

{
R0 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]
+Z13(s)Z23(s)

}
D(s)

(22)

S31(s) =
2R0

{
R0 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]
+Z12(s)Z23(s)

}
D(s)

(23)

S32(s) =
2R0

{
R0 [Z12(s)+ Z13(s)+ Z23(s)]
+Z12(s)Z13(s)

}
D(s)

. (24)

Based on these S-matrix expressions, BP NGD analysis will
be performed in the next section.

III. BP NGD ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Because of its counterintuitive effect, the BP NGD func-
tion still remains unfamiliar to most of electronic design
engineers. Therefore, it would be necessary to define in the
most understandable way the methodology of the BP NGD
analysis.

A. FREQUENCY RESPONSES REQUIRED FOR THE NGD
STUDY
Similar to the classical electronic circuit analysis, the
frequency responses of the 1-topology are based on the
consideration of the angular frequency variable, s = jω. The
main transmittances are therefore expressed as Skm(jω) with
k,m = 1, 2, 3.

1) MAGNITUDE
During the NGD analysis, it is important to express
analytically the magnitudes of the S-parameter coefficients.
Knowing the reflection and transmission coefficients given
in equations (18)-(20) and equation (22)-(24), the magnitudes
are generally defined by:

Skm(ω) = |Skm(jω)| =

√
Rn2km(ω)+ In

2
km(ω)√

Rd2km(ω)+ Id
2
km(ω)

(25)

where the quantities constituting the numerator and
denominator:

Rnkm(ω) = Re {numerator [Skm(jω)]}

Inkm(ω) = Im {numerator [Skm(jω)]}

Rdkm(ω) = Re {denom [Skm(jω)]}

Idkm(ω) = Im {denom [Skm(jω)]}

(26)

with real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts.

2) GD DEFINITION
The GD expressions of the1-topology are extracted from the
transmission phases, for k 6= m, all are identical:

ϕkm(ω) = arg [Skm(jω)] . (27)
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By taking the quantities defined by equation (26), the
transmission phases can be rewritten as:

ϕkm(ω) = arctan
[
Inkm(ω)
Rnkm(ω)

]
− arctan

[
Idkm(ω)
Rdkm(ω)

]
. (28)

The associated GD is defined by:

GDkm(ω) =
−∂ϕkm(ω)

∂ω
. (29)

Knowing these frequency response parameter definitions,
we can propose the BP NGD function specifications in the
following paragraphs.

B. BP NGD FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS
The analysis of BP NGD function of the1-topology requires
the understanding of the basic parameters as described in the
following steps.

1) STEP1: NGD EXISTENCE CONDITION
The initial step of the BP NGD analysis consists in verifying
the NGD existence condition. The mathematical inequation
can be analytically formulated by with unknown the interval
of ω:

GD(ω) < 0. (30)

In the case where this condition is not satisfied, the system
belongs to the positive group delay (PGD) class. That means
the system cannot behave as an NGD function and this is the
final conclusion of the analysis.

2) STEP2: NGD VALUE
The NGD value can be defined from NGD center angular fre-
quency, ωo. There are several manners to define analytically
this particular frequency. For example, at which frequency,
the GD can reach its minimal negative value:

GDmin = GD(ωo) < 0. (31)

For the case of ωo 6= 0, the circuit belongs to the class of
BP NGD behavior. Nevertheless, for many cases of NGD
circuits [19]–[37], [47], it may be difficult to determine the
exact expression of ωo satisfying equation (31). Or we can
also choose this center frequency as particular value defined
with different analytical equation.

3) STEP3: NGD BANDWIDTH
Fig. 3 represents a representation of GD ideal response from
the BP NGD function. In the present paper, the NGD center
frequency is denotedωo whereas theNGDcut-off frequencies
are ωa and ωb, which are the roots of equation:

GD(ω) = 0. (32)

As seen in Fig. 3, we take, for example, ωa < ωb. The NGD
bandwidth can be determined by the relation:

1ωNGD = ωb − ωa. (33)

FIGURE 3. Ideal response of BP NGD function.

FIGURE 4. Ideal response of (a) transmission and (b) reflection
coefficients.

The GD response of BPNGD function is ideally specified by:
GD(ω < ωa) > 0
GD(ωa < ω < ωb) < 0
GD(ωb < ω) > 0

. (34)

In addition to the GD response, the BP NGD analysis
depends also on the reflection and transmission coefficient
specifications.

4) STEP4: REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
Figs. 4 introduces the ideal representation of the transmission
and reflection coefficients of typical BP NGD circuit. Within
the NGD bandwidth, the attenuation related to the transmis-
sion coefficient and the access matching of the 1-topology
must respect certain limitations. For example, we can denote
the attenuation limit, A, according to the targeted field of
applications.

Subsequently, the NGD loss can be formulated with the
following condition:

Skm(ω) ≥ [Skm(ω)]min = A. (35)

In addition, the inverse condition must be checked if the tar-
geted application system is sensitive to access mismatching.
The reflection coefficient must satisfy the following condi-
tion for a given maximal reflection limit denoted B. This
matching level is mostly fixed at−10 dB according to RF and
microwave engineering standards. The reflection coefficient
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condition can be formulated as:

Smm(ω) ≤ [Smm(ω)]max = B. (36)

During the analytical calculation, both conditions versus the
NGD center frequency are usually merged as:{

Skm(ωo) = A
Smm(ωo) = B

. (37)

The practical BP NGD analysis of the 1-topology from the
previous expressions of the S-parameters will be established
in the following section.

IV. BP NGD THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
CAPACITIVE NETWORK BASED 1-TOPOLOGY
The theoretical detailed approach on the BP NGD analysis
of the 1-topology is explored in the present section. First,
the BP NGD specifications are defined. Then, the transmis-
sion coefficients are identified by the BP NGD canonical
form [47].

A. S-PARAMETER COEFFICIENTS IN FUNCTION OF THE
CAPACTIVE ELEMENTS
The detailed expressions of the S-parameters in function of
the capacitive elements are expressed by considering the
impedance of equation (1). Accordingly, the reflection coef-
ficients introduced by equations (18), (19) and (20) become
respectively:

S11(s) =
1+ 2R0C23s− R20 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23] s2

D(s)
(38)

S22(s) =
1+ 2R0C13s− R20 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23] s2

D(s)
(39)

S33(s) =
1+ 2R0C12s− R20 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23] s2

D(s)
(40)

with:

D(s) =
{
3R20 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23] s2

+2R0(C12 + C13 + C23)s+ 1

}
. (41)

Similarly, the analytical expressions of the transmission
coefficients can be written as:

S21(s) =
2R0s [C12(1+ R0C13s)+ R0C23s(C12 + C13)]

D(s)
(42)

S31(s) =
2R0s [C13(1+ R0C12s)+ R0C23s(C12 + C13)]

D(s)
(43)

S32(s) =
2R0s [C23(1+ R0C12s)+ R0C23s(C12 + C13)]

D(s)
.

(44)

The analytical identification of the BP NGD class will be
elaborated in the following subsection.

B. BP NGD INVESTIGATION VIA CANONICAL FORM
IDENTIFICATION
The BP NGD analysis of the capacitive 1-topology can be
performed by considering the transmission coefficient canon-
ical form. The following paragraph presents the identification
of the parameters.

1) CANONICAL FORM
To identify the adequate transmission coefficient expression,
an adequate TF canonical form needs to be developed. For
example, the canonical form associated to the elementary BP
NGD TFs associated to transmission coefficients introduced
in equations (42) and (43) can be defined by the second order
polynomial formula:

T (s) =
T0s(s+ n1)
s2 + d1s+ d0

. (45)

By identification with transmission coefficients, S21, S31, and
S32, expressed in equations (42), (43), and (44), we have
T0 = 2/3 and the numerator parameters, respectively:

n1(S21) =
C12

R0 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23]

n1(S31) =
C13

R0 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23]

n1(S32) =
C23

R0 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23]

(46)

and the common denominator parameters:

d1 =
2(C12 + C13 + C23)

3R0 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23]
(47)

d0 =
1

3R20 [C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23]
. (48)

The TF canonical form presents the frequency responses
analytically expressed in the following paragraph.

2) FREQUENCY RESPONSES
The main quantities of the frequency responses to be stud-
ied in this subsection are given in subsection III-A without
considering the reflection coefficient. The magnitude corre-
sponding to the canonical form given by equation (45) can be
written as:

T (ω) =
T0ω

√
n21 + ω

2√
(d0 − ω2)2 + d21ω

2
. (49)

The associated to TF transmission phase derived from equa-
tion (20) is given by:

ϕ(ω) = arctan
(
ω

n1

)
− arctan

(
d1ω

d0 − ω2

)
. (50)

The GD defined in equation (21) becomes:

GD(ω) =
ζ4ω

4
+ ζ2ω

2
+ ζ0

(ω2 + n21)
[
ω4 + (d21 − 2d0)ω2 + d20

] (51)
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with: 
ζ0 = n1d0(n1d1 − d0)
ζ2 = d0(n1 + d1)+ n1d1(n1 − d1)
ζ4 = d1 − n1

. (52)

By analytically examining this GD, the NGD aspect of the
capacitive 1-topology is analytically characterized in the
following paragraph.

3) BP NGD CHARACTERIZATION
By solving equation (32) with the previously established GD,
we obtain the following cut-off frequencies:

ωa =

√
d0(d1 + 2n1)+ n1d1(n1 − d1)−
d1 [n1(n1 − d1)+ d0]

√
1ω

√
2(d1 − n1)

(53)

ωb =

√
d0(d1 + 2n1)+ n1d1(n1 − d1)+
d1 [n1(n1 − d1)+ d0]

√
1ω

√
2(d1 − n1)

(54)

with:

1ω = d0(8n1 + d1)+ n1d1(n1 − d1). (55)

The analytical expression of the product of these cut-off
frequencies is equal to:

ωaωb =

√
d0n1(n1d1 − d0)
√
d1 − n1

. (56)

We naturally proceed under condition:

ωa < ωo < ωb (57)

to choose the NGD center frequency:

ω0 =
√
d0. (58)

By considering equation (48), we have:

ω0 =
1

R0
√
3(C12(C13 + C23)+ C13C23)

. (59)

It yields the GD expressed previously in equation (51) sim-
plified as:

GD(ω0) =
2n21 − n1d1 + 2d0

d1(n21 + d0)
. (60)

This last relation explains that if:

d0 < n1

(
d1
2
− n1

)
(61)

The capacitive 1-topology behaves as a BP NGD function.
Moreover, the transmission coefficient magnitude given in
equation (49) will be reduced to:

T (ω0) =
2
√
d0(n21 + d

2
0 )

3d1
√
d0

. (62)

The design and NGD behavioral feasibility by designing
of POC with purely capacitive network 1-circuit will be
investigated in the next section.

V. DISCUSSION ON CALCULATED, SIMULATED AND
EXPERIMENTED RESULTS OF 1-TOPOLOGY
The relevance of the innovative BP NGD theory associated to
our tri-port 1-topology established in the previous section is
verified in the present one.

A POC of 1-circuit prototype was designed, modelled,
simulated, fabricated and tested to validate the BP NGD
behavior. The modelling analytical equations are calculated
from the MATLABr computations by exploiting:
• the reflection coefficients previously established in
equation (38), equation (39) and equation (40),

• the transmission coefficients previously established in
equation (42), equation (43) and equation (44),

• and the GDs generalized by equation (51).

Then, the calculated results will be compared with simula-
tions and measurements. The simulations were generated by
the circuit design in the schematic environment of the elec-
tronic circuit designer and simulator ADSr from Keysight
Technologiesr.

Before the exploration of the validation results, the
1-circuit POC design will be described in the following
paragraph.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE 1-CIRCUIT POC PROTOTYPES
The ADSr design schematic of the capacitive 1-circuit
prototype of tri-port topology constituted only by passive
network is displayed in Fig. 5(a). The 1-circuit schematic
indicates the simulated component values, excitation ports,
port1, port2 and port3, and also the simulated frequency
parameters. R0 = 50� represents the reference impedance of
each excitation port. This POC was parametrized with capac-
itor components available in our laboratory and also allowing
to demonstrate the feasibility of the BP NGD behavior. The
photograph of the tested electronic circuit board is displayed
by Fig. 5(b). It can be emphasized that the1-circuit prototype
was designed and fabricated with only capacitor components.
The PCB POC is implemented on Cu-metalized FR4 dielec-
tric substrate in hybrid technology. It is noteworthy that in dif-
ference to the existing NGD circuits [13-44,45], we empha-
size that this 1-circuit prototype is originally designed as a
three-port PCB which is only constituted by capacitors with
no resistive and inductive elements.

The parameters of POC constituting the fabricated
1-circuit prototype are indicated in Table 1.

The following subsection explores the comparative vali-
dation results from the S-parameter magnitudes and also the
GDs.

B. DISCUSSION ON THE BP NGD RESPONSE VALIDATION
RESULTS
The present subsection introduces the comparison between
the calculated model, simulated and experimented results
of the fabricated 1-circuit prototype. The validation is
essentially examined by comparison of S-parameters.
The validation analysis explored in the following paragraphs
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FIGURE 5. (a) Schematic and (b) photograph of the POC of 1-circuit
prototype.

TABLE 1. Parameters of the components constituting the 1-circuit
prototype.

is carried out in the frequency band defined from 200 kHz to
3 MHz.

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DESCRIPTION
The test of the capacitive 1-topology POC prototype was
carried out similar to the classical RF and microwave circuits.
The illustrative diagram of the test is proposed in Figs. 6.

The measurement of the S-parameters was carried out in
three-port configuration.

The measurement was done with a Vector Network Ana-
lyzer (VNA) as illustrated by the experimental setup shown
in the photograph of Figs. 6. The employed four-port
VNA is referenced ENA Series E5071C from Keysight
Technologiesr which has frequency band delimited from
9 kHz to 8.5 GHz. The S-parameter measurement test was
made under SOLT calibration.

The next paragraphs examine the measured reflection and
transmission coefficients and also the GDs compared with the
calculation and simulation.

2) REFLECTION S-PARAMETER RESULTS
The first step of NGD behavior of the 1-circuit POC,
comparisons between calculated (‘‘Calc.’’), simulated
(‘‘Simu.’’), and measured (‘‘Meas.’’) reflection coefficients

FIGURE 6. Configuration of the passive 1-circuit prototype experimental
setup.

are introduced in this paragraph. Accordingly, the calculated,
simulated andmeasured results are displayed by Figs. 7 in red
dotted cyan, solid black and dashed red curves, respectively.

The obtained reflection coefficients, S11, S22 and S33 are
depicted by Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), respectively.
It can be underlined that the calculated, simulated and mea-
sured results are in very good correlation in the considered
operation frequency band.

The slight differences, notably for S22 seen from 1 MHz to
3 MHz, is essentially due to the tolerances and the parasitic
effects of the employed R and C components. Based on these
good agreements, we confirm the effectiveness of the estab-
lished analytical model of reflection parameters proposed in
equations (38), (39) and (40). The whole S-parameter valida-
tion will be performed in the next paragraph by considering
the transmission coefficients.

3) TRANSMISSION S-PARAMETER RESULTS
As illustrated by equation (29), the GD responses are directly
derived from the transmission coefficients, SKM (K ,M =

1, 2, 3). Therefore, the validation of S21 = S12, S31 =
S13 and S32 = S23 are particularly relevant for the NGD
investigation of 1-circuit topology. Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b) and
Fig. 8(c) represent the comparisons of calculated, simulated
and measured transmission coefficients, S21, S31, and S32
of the 1-circuit prototype, respectively. For the three cases
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FIGURE 7. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
reflection coefficients of the 1-circuit prototype: (a) S11, (b) S22 and
(c) S33.

FIGURE 8. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
transmission coefficients of the 1-circuit prototype: (a) S21, (b) S31 and
(c) S32.

of the plot, the transmission parameters are well-correlated
in the considered frequency range.

Thanks to the relevance between the simulated and experi-
mented results, we can confirm the relevance of transmission

FIGURE 9. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
GDs from transmission coefficients, (a) S21 and (b) S32 of the 1-circuit
prototype.

coefficient models developed in equations (42), (43) and
(44). To verify the BP NGD design feasibility of 1-circuit,
the comparative investigation of GD responses will be
discussed in the following paragraph.

4) GD RESULTS
The present paragraph examines the GD comparative
responses from the different transmission coefficients
associated to our three-port 1-circuit prototype.
Similar to the two previous paragraphs, the valida-

tion is based on the comparisons between the calculated
(‘‘Calc.’’), simulated (‘‘Simu.’’), and measured (‘‘Meas.’’)
GDs expressed in equation (51). The plots of GD21 and GD32
are shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b), respectively. We can
remark a very good correlation between the three differ-
ent approaches in the whole frequency band. Nevertheless,
the GD is always positive in for the transmission parame-
ters between port1 and port2, and also port2 and port3 of t
1-circuit prototype.

The BP NGD function innovative study of the present
paper is confirmed by the result of GD31 plots depicted by
Figs. 10. We can underline the calculated, simulated and
measured GDs are in very good agreement. More impor-
tantly, we can see clearly in Fig. 10(b) that we have a
BP NGD behavior. We can characterize the measured BP
NGD response with NGD center frequency of approximately
f0 = 0.55 MHz and GD value of about GD0 = −18.1 ns.
Nevertheless, the measured GD presents an imperfection
manifested by fluctuation noises compared to the simu-
lated and calculated ones. This observed difference from the
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TABLE 2. Comparison of BP NGD specifications from the GD associated to transmission coefficient S31.

FIGURE 10. Comparisons between simulated, measured and calculated
GDs from S31 transmission coefficients of the 1-circuit prototype in
(a) wide and (b) narrow band plots.

experimental results is mainly due to the VNA measurement
noises. As a conclusion of the plots displayed by Figs. 10,
the 1-circuit implemented as three-port topology of fully
capacitive network behaves as a BP NGD function.

5) DISCUSSION ON THE CALCULATED, SIMULATED AND
MEASURED NGD PERFORMANCES
The validation of the BP NGD function of the fully capacitive
1-circuit can be reported with the quantitative specification
of:
• NGD center frequency, f0,
• NGD value, GD31(f0),
• NGD bandwidth, 1f = fb − fa,
• Attenuation, S31(f0),
• And reflection coefficient, S11(f0).

We can summarize the BP NGD specifications defined by
Fig. 3 with the comparison of corresponding parameters.

Table 3 summarizes the comparative BP NGD parameters
from the simulated, calculated and measured GD plotted
in Figs. 10. We can point out that the attenuation is better than
−3 dB around the NGD center frequency, f0 = 0.55 MHz.
But the reflection losses are slightly less than 7 dB. In the next
step of the study, the optimization technique of the four-port
NGD circuit will be developed in order to ensure the BPNGD

TABLE 3. Comparison of BP NGD specifications from the GD associated
to transmission coefficient S31.

FIGURE 11. Mappings of (a) S21, (b) S31 and (c) S32 magnitudes versus
(f,C12).

function with respect to the constraints between the reflection
and transmission losses.

C. SENSIVITY ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO C12, C13 AND
C23
The robustness of the BP NGD function with the1-circuit is
investigated in the present subsection. Doing this, we consid-
ered the linear +/−5% relative variations of each capacitor
C12, C13 and C23. Table 3 indicates the range of capacitor
values.

1) INFLUENCE OF C12
Figs. 11 and Figs. 12 show the semi-logarithmic scale car-
tographies of the transmission and reflection coefficients of
the 1-circuit versus pair variables (f ,C12).

The SA was generated by varying only one of capacitor,
C12, under +/−5% relative variation. The calculation was
performed following the range of value indicated by Table 3.
The frequency x-axis of Figs. 11 and Figs. 12 is presented in
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FIGURE 12. Mappings of (a) S11, (b) S22 and (c) S33 magnitudes versus
(f,C12).

logarithmic scale for the better presentation of the responses
in the considered range of the frequency. We can emphasize
from these cartographies that the magnitudes of the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients of the 1-circuit decrease
when capacitor, C12, increases. It is important to note that
with +/−5% relative variation tolerance, S31 remains above
−3.5 dB, and, S11 and S33 are below −9.5 dB.
The more important SA results are introduced by

Figs. 13. They concern the GD responses of the 1-circuit.
It can be understood from Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(c) thatGD21
an GD32 are always positive in the range of the capacitor
variation. To highlight the BP NGD behavior, typical zoomed
in plots of three different cartographies of GD31 are proposed
in Fig. 14(a), Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14, for the frequency bands:

• BW1 = [150 kHz, 300 kHz],
• BW2 = [300 kHz, 1.8 mHz],
• and BW3 = [1.8 mHz, 10 mHz],

respectively. We can see that the GD is always positive in
BW1. Then, the NGD behavior is observed in BW2 and BW3.
According to Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(c), The NGD center
frequency decreases when C12 increases.

2) INFLUENCE OF C13
The present SA of C13 was performed under the same
approach as the previous case of C12. Figs. 15 display the
in semi-logarithmic scale cartographies of reflection coeffi-
cients, S21, S31 and S32 versus pair variables (f ,C13). The
capacitor was linearly varied in the range of values given
in Table 3. We can see in Figs. 15, the influence of C13 on
the transmission coefficients is literally negligible.

Figs. 16 show the cartographies of the reflection coef-
ficients in semi-logarithmic scale. As seen in Fig. 16(b),
S22 is less sensitive to C13. However, S11 and S33 change

FIGURE 13. Mappings of GD21, GD31 and GD32 versus (f,C12).

FIGURE 14. Mappings of GD31 zoomed in (a) [150 kHz, 300 kHz],
(b) [300 kHz, 1.8 MHz] and (c) [1.8 MHz, 10 MHz] versus (f,C12).

significantly notably in the frequency band below 0.5 MHz.
However, we can report that the levels of access matching of
port1 and port3 remain below −9.5 dB with +/−5% relative
variation of C13.
Figs. 17 show the mappings of the three GDS of our

1-circuit versus pair variables (F,C13). It can be understood
from Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 17(b) thatGD21 andGD32 are always
positive despite the variation of capacitor, C13. However,
the BP NGD behavior can be observed in Figs. 18. The same
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FIGURE 15. Mappings of (a) S21, (b) S31 and (c) S32 magnitudes versus
(f,C13).

FIGURE 16. Mappings of (a) S11, (b) S22 and (c) S33 magnitudes versus
(f,C13).

as previous case of study the NGD response between port1
and port3 is more obvious in BW2 and BW3 as witnessed by
cartographies of Fig. 18(b) and Fig. 18(c).

3) INFLUENCE OF C23
The last SA is performed with respect to C23. Figs. 19 repre-
sent the in semi-logarithmic scale cartographies of reflection
coefficients, S21, S31 and S32 versus pair variables (f ,C23).
As aforementioned, C23 was linearly varied in the range of

FIGURE 17. Mappings of GD21, GD31 and GD32 versus (f,C13).

FIGURE 18. Mappings of GD31 zoomed in (a) [150 kHz, 300 kHz],
(b) [300 kHz, 1.8 MHz] and (c) [1.8 MHz, 10 MHz] versus (f,C13).

values given in Table 3. Similar to previous case, we can
see in Figs. 19, the influence of C23 on the transmission
coefficients is literally negligible. Figs. 20 show the cartogra-
phies of the reflection coefficients in semi-logarithmic scale.
As seen in Figs. 20, in this case, S11, S22 and S33 are less
sensitive to C23. The reflection coefficients from port1 and
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FIGURE 19. Mappings of (a) S21, (b) S31 and (c) S32 magnitudes versus
(f,C23).

FIGURE 20. Mappings of (a) S11, (b) S22 and (c) S33 magnitudes versus
(f,C23).

port3 remain below −9.5 dB with +/−5% relative variation
of C13.

Figs. 21 show the GD cartographies versus pair variables
(F,C23). It can be understood from Figs. 22 that GD21 and
GD32 are always positive despite the variation of capacitor,
C23. The BP NGD behavior can be observed in Figs. 22. The
same as previous case of study the NGD response between
port1 and port3 is more obvious in BW2 and BW3 as witnessed

FIGURE 21. Mappings of GD21, GD31 and GD32 versus (f,C23).

FIGURE 22. Mappings of GD31 zoomed in (a) [150 kHz, 300 kHz],
(b) [300 kHz, 1.8 MHz] and (c) [1.8 MHz, 10 MHz] versus (f,C23).

by cartographies of Fig. 22(b) and Fig. 22(c). But in this case,
the influence of C23 on GD31 is seemingly negligible.

VI. CONCLUSION
An original circuit theory of BP NGD three-port topology
is developed. The 1-circuit under study is constituted only
by fully capacitive network which does not use any resistor
and any inductor. The analytical modelling of the typical
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three-port lumped circuit is developed from the admittance
matrix. The S-parameter analytical model is determined from
the Y-to-S matrix transform. The methodology of the BP
NGD analysis is described by expressing the appropriated
characteristics of the 1-topology.
The design feasibility of the original 1-topology is per-

formed with a lumped circuit prototype with commercial
components. The transmission and reflection coefficients
from analytical calculation, commercial tool-based simula-
tion and measurement are compared. The measurement was
carried out in three-port configuration by using a VNA. The
modelling validation is verified with the plots of the tested
1-circuit reflection and transmission coefficients. Further-
more, the BP NGD analysis is validated by the GD response
between port 1 and port 3 of the 1-circuit prototype.
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